AQRP PROPOSAL RATING FORM

A. Technical Merit (30 points)

Is the proposal information, self-explanatory, and clearly understandable? Is the proposed project technically defensible and practical? Can the project objectives be achieved in the stated time period with the allotted personnel and budget?

B. Relevance to Priority Research Areas (30 points)

Does the project address air quality issues included in the priority areas and does completion of the project advance the current state of the science for this issue?

C. Organization's Air Quality Research Experience/Key Personnel (30 points)

Does the project team have the qualifications for conducting this research activity? Are the key project personnel experienced in air quality research activities dealing with this air quality issue? Have key personnel committed an appropriate amount of time to the project? Does the project team have sufficient past air quality research experience and does it's past performance indicate an ability to conduct projects in a timely manner producing quality results with the budget dollars allocated?

D. Budget (10 points)

Is the budget adequate for this project? Are project costs listed in the budget reasonable? Is the level of effort allocated to project reasonable?
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